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1 Warm up

The pictures show experiences that people have had on adventure holidays. Use the past participle of

these verbs to complete the sentences that describe each experience.

camp climb ride jump run shoot swim throw

1. They have a mountain.

2. They have with dolphins.

3. They have more than 10 km.

4. They have a bike for 50 km.

5. They have spears.

6. They have arrows.

7. They have out of a plane.

8. They have in the forest.
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1. How many verbs have a regular past participle form?

2. How do you pronounce the endings of these regular past participles?

3. Which verb has the same form for the past participle and the infinitive?

4. Which activity is the most dangerous? Which is the easiest?

2 Listening

Matt and Sophie are on an adventure holiday. Listen to them talking to the activity leader, Jim, on

their first day.

Which five of the activities from the Warm up do they talk about?

Listen again and decide if these sentences are true or false.

1. Matt and Sophie always go running and cycling together.

2. Sophie stopped running because she hurt her knee.

3. Matt tried mountain climbing last year.

4. Swimming with dolphins is a new experience for Matt but not for Sophie.

5. Matt is more excited than Sophie about jumping out of a plane.
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3 Language point

Study these sentences and choose the best option to complete the information.

1. Have you ever run more than 10 km or cycled more than 30 km? Yes, I have. I’ve run and cycled

in lots of long-distance races. But Matt hasn’t.

2. When did you do these races? I ran in a 10 km race about a year ago, but then I hurtmy knee last

summer, so I started cycling. I completed a cycling race last month.

Now pick the right option:

• The sentences in number 1 use past simple / present perfect.

• The sentences in number 2 use past simple / present perfect.

• In number 1, we say / don’t say exactly when the actions happened.

• In number 2, we say / don’t say exactly when the actions happened.

• We use present perfect and past simple to talk about completed past actions, but we use them in

different ways.

• We use present perfect to talk about life experiences. We often ask, Have you ever...? questions

about life experiences and give short answers using present perfect (Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t).

• We use present perfect when we don’t say exactly when these life experiences happened. We

use never to say we have not had this experience at any time (have/has + never + past participle).

• When we want to know more about specific past experiences, we use past simple. We often say

when these experiences happened (a year ago, last month).

Quick check: choose the best verb form to complete these sentences.

1. Matt climbed / has climbed a mountain over 1000 m.

2. He climbed / has climbed it when he was much younger.

3. Sophie and Matt never jumped / have never jumped out of a plane before.

4. Jim jumped / has jumped out of a plane when he was 20, and he loved / has loved it.
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4 Practice

Use the words/information in brackets to complete the sentences in the conversation, using present

perfect or past simple forms.

Jim: OK, next question. We’re going to do some sports activities tomorrow.

(ever/shot/an arrow?) 1

Sophie: (positive answer) 2

Jim: Really? When?

Sophie: (go/an adventure holiday/2 years ago. learn/how to shoot arrows/then).

3

Matt: (be/really fun) 4

Jim: Good. What about throwing a spear? (ever/do/that?)

5

Matt: (negative answer) 6

Jim: That’s fine. Last question. (ever/camp/in the forest?)

7

Sophie: (camp/lots of places) 8 : the forest, at the beach, in the mountains

and in the desert. We’re very experienced campers.

5 Speaking

Work in A/B pairs. You are going to interview your partner about their experiences. Use present

perfect and past simple in your questions and answers.

When you answer your partner’s questions, you can tell the truth, or you can lie. You must lie at least

once in this activity. If you ask the right questions, it will help you decide if your partner is lying or

telling the truth.

Example:

A: Have you ever ridden a horse?

B: Yes, I have.

A: Where and when did you ride a horse? Was it fun?

B: I rode a horse when I was on holiday in Australia. It was a bit boring, actually.

A: What was the name of the horse?

B: The horse was called Lucky.

A: That’s a lie. You’ve never ridden a horse.

B: No, it’s true! I have!
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Student A

experience my partner said:

yes/no

note truth or lie?

example: ride a horse yes holiday, Australia,

boring, Lucky

truth

climb a mountain

run a long distance

throw a spear

camp in the forest

my own idea

Student B

experience my partner said:

yes/no

notes truth or lie?

example: ride a horse yes Australia, boring, Lucky truth

swim with dolphins

ride a long distance

on a bike

shoot an arrow

jump out of a plane

my own idea
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6 Extra practice/homework

Choose the best option to complete the conversation.

Jim: I also need to ask you about your medical history. 1Did you ever break /

Have you ever broken any bones?

Matt: 2I never broke / I’ve never broken a bone, but3 I sprained / I’ve sprained

my ankle last year.

Jim: 4How did you sprain / How have you sprained your ankle?

Matt: 5I tripped / I’ve tripped on the pavement. But it’s ok now.

Jim: 6Did you ever have / Have you ever had a head injury?

Sophie: Yes, 7I did / I have.8I fell / ’ve fallen off my bike last week and 9hit / I’ve hit

my head. I 10went / ’ve gone to the hospital and they said it wasn’t serious.

Jim: That’s good.

7 Optional extension

Find the past participles of these irregular verbs in the wordsearch puzzle. The answers appear

horizontally, vertically and diagonally.

be / break / cut / do / fall / have / hit / hurt / ride / run / shoot / swim / throw
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8 Appendix

Irregular verbs

infinitive past simple past participle

be was/were been

become became become

blow blew blown

break broke broken

burn burnt/burned burnt/burned

buy bought bought

choose chose chosen

cut cut cut

do did done

fall fell fallen

forget forgot forgotten

get got got (US gotten)

go went gone

have had had

hit hit hit

hurt hurt hurt

know knew known
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make made made

meet met met

put put put

ride rode ridden

run ran run

see saw seen

sing sang sung

shoot shot shot

spend spent spent

spill spilt/spilled spilt/spilled

swim swam swum

take took taken

tell told told

throw threw thrown
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